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The GuardianÐthe fifth most widely read online newspaper in the world as of 2014Ðchanged conversations on
its commenting platform by altering its design from non-threaded to single-level threaded in 2012. We studied
this naturally occurring experiment to investigate the impact of conversation threading on user retention as
mediated by several potential changes in conversation structure and style. Our analysis shows that the design
change made new users significantly more likely to comment a second time, and that this increased stickiness
is due in part to a higher fraction of comments receiving responses after the design change. In mediation
analysis, other anticipated mechanisms such as reciprocal exchanges and comment civility did not help to
explain users’ decision to return to the commenting system; indeed, civility did not increase after the design
change and reciprocity declined. These analyses show that even simple design choices can have a significant
impact on news forums’ stickiness. Further, they suggest that this influence is more powerfully shaped by
affordancesÐthe new system made responding easierÐthan by changes in users’ attention to social norms of
reciprocity or civility. This has an array of implications for designers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
News organizations have long struggled with how to create online commenting systems that
promote thoughtful engagement with news content while avoiding the vitriol for which online
comments are best known [18]. They have financial motivations: using human editors to hunt
down and remove hate speech and other unacceptable posts is costly, while failing to do so leads
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to an environment that can drive news consumers away [37, 51]. News organizations also have
motivations that are more closely related to their core mission: comments can influence how readers
interpret the associated news article [1] and how much they trust the news site [36]. Furthermore,
issues related to comment quality affect how journalists perform their work [21]. Solutions for
improving news commenting systems are not trivial. Some attempts include abusive-content
flagging by community members, moderation, and newsroom engagement [21, 44]. Faced with the
pitfalls and costs of comment systems, some news organizations have simply shut them down [23],
but others continue to explore whether design can help.
The Guardian is among those that have sought to improve online comments. In 2012 the news
organization introduced single-level threading to its commenting system [33], providing a unique
opportunity to examine the influence of that design feature. This study treats the design change
as a natural experiment. Analyzing millions of comments posted over the course of a year, and
comparing posting behavior before and after the change, we found compelling evidence of a variety
of substantively important effects. We begin by demonstrating that threading was associated
with an increase in the probability that newcomersÐindividuals participating in The Guardian
commenting system for the first timeÐwould return to post again. In other words, threading made
the commenting system stickier.
Next, we examine changes in commenting behaviors that we would expect to be associated with
threading, and that could help explain the increased stickiness. We focus on three potential behavior
changes. First, threading could make it more likely that comments receive a response. Second,
threading could increase reciprocity, encouraging users to reply to those who respond to them.
And third, threading could promote civility. The change to threaded presentation of comments
could also, however, have an adverse effect on any of these three. For example, users might game
the system, only responding to others when it helps them achieve higher visibility for their own
messages. Such behavior would likely reduce reciprocal exchanges.
In this study, we first analyzed the change in each of these three measures after the design change.
Then, we conducted a mediation analysis to assess the extent to which each of these factors can
contribute to explaining whether first-time commenters return to comment again. Results suggest
that the increased probability of receiving a response following the design change plays a uniquely
important role in promoting site stickiness. Before we turn to the analysis, we provide an overview
of the motivation forÐand implementation ofÐthe design change, and we discuss a body of related
work that motivates our predictions.
Background. News site commenting systems were originally seen as a way of drawing readers
in and keeping them engaged. Over time, however, they developed a reputation for their vitriol
and their lack of substance. Contrary to their mission, news sites often play host to a range of
harmful communication practices, including incivility [18], harassment [41], and hate speech [52].
Indeed, several news organizations, including the Chicago Sun-Times, Popular Science, Reuters, and
USA Today, eliminated their commenting systems altogether in order to avoid the problems they
introduce [23]. As a consequence, many people have come to see discussion spaces as something
to avoid.
By altering its commenting platform The Guardian hoped to create a space that was more
attractive to users. In the words of the newspaper’s staff, the addition of threading was intended to
łmake conversations more coherent and help users to engage with each otherž [37]. This reasoning
appears justified because related work demonstrates that threading can increase conversation
coherence [53]. Yet, the positive effect of threading is not universal [20, 26, 47, 63]. It can also result
in decreased perceived conversation quality and lower participant satisfaction [53]. In addition, even
though threading makes it easy for the discussion to scale well, it can make it harder to find the
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newest contributions to the conversation [31], and the overall suitability of threading as a design
choice depends on the application [20]. The Guardian, after implementing threading, reported that
although a small number of participants complained, the response from the community was largely
positive [33], a claim supported by the fact that threading is still in use today. Empirical evidence
for these conclusions, however, has not been released publicly.
UI Change. Prior to the introduction of threading at The Guardian in late 2012, comments were
displayed chronologically, in the order in which they were posted. Prior to this design change,
individuals could reply to one another either by clicking on a "reply" button or by including
@username at the start of a message, but those responses were always appended to the end of
the list of comments. The new design changed the way replies were displayed. In the old design,
comments made in reply to a top-level message were indented and listed in chronological order
below that post. The new design introduced only one level of threading, meaning that replies to
messages below the top level are presented chronologically on the same level as the messages to
which they are responding.1 All but the first few of these replies are collapsed by default2 . No
other aspect of the commenting system was changedÐincluding the notifications system and the
mechanisms by which users post comments and replies. The Guardian community members use
pseudonyms and have to be logged in in order to contribute to a conversation. Such characteristics
were also unchanged.
All design changes, including the threading change studied in this paper, were announced on the
Inside the Guardian Blog, which lists changes and updates to theguardian.com [60]. To the best of
our knowledge, no other major change that would affect the commenting system was implemented
during the period studied in this paper, though The Guardian has changed other aspects of the
interface since then. In June 2013, the site enabled commenting on its mobile website [25]. In
January 2015, it fully launched a new design for the site that it had been testing in a number of
sections [9]. In addition to changing the navigation by introducing a number of personalization
options, the new design also affected the commenting section by providing an option to highlight
some comments on the first screen of an article. We plan to study the effect of such changes in
future work.
Although the change to single-level threading was a fairly modest interface change, a small
subset of the news site’s users responded vigorously. A pair of posts to the Inside the Guardian Blog
explaining that the newspaper was testing a threading system in early 2012 generated almost 700
comments, while announcements about the site-wide rollout elicited more than 2,5000 responses [6,
33, 37, 61]. Some users wrote to express their support, but most comments were critical of the
change.
2 RELATED WORK
This is not the first time scholars have examined the influence of threading on commenting behavior.
Previous work has examined the impact of threading in experimental settings and has focused on
domains such as email [63], user groups [54], chat [26, 53] and social media [47]. For instance, [53]
constructed an experimental chat platform and found that a threaded view increased coherence
but, surprisingly, that users preferred the linear view and perceived conversations in this mode to
be of higher quality. Given the mixed findings, a number of studies aimed to improve on purely
1 We have not located a contemporaneous archive showing the commenting system before and after the change. The current

interface, when showing historical articles, shows the difference between unthreaded and one-level threading, though it
may reflect some other interface changes that have occurred since then. For example articles with and without comment
threading, please see the auxiliary materials.
2 Readers have an option to expand all or to expand/collapse individual threads.
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threaded solutions by proposing new designs [20, 26, 47, 63]. For instance, [26] complemented the
threaded view by providing BackTalk, which displays new replies both in the appropriate thread
and at the bottom of the history pane.
Our study differs from previous work both in the domain of interestÐwe focus on a news site
forumÐand methodologyÐwe examine the impact of threading in a real online community as
opposed to an in-lab setting. The closest to our study, in this sense, is a recent study of Menéame, a
Digg-like social media service based in Spain [2]. This study focused on the impact of threading
on conversation reciprocity and found that the shift from a linear conversation view to one that
displayed comments hierarchically was associated with sharp increase in two-way conversations
among users. We found contrary results on reciprocity, and we consider potential explanations and
implications of these contrasting results in the discussion section.
Threading is only one of the many design elements that can influence commenting behavior. Other
changes that were studied include ending anonymity, introducing moderation, and cuing desired
behaviors. Here we provide a short review of such studies. For a broader review of deliberation
online, we refer the reader to [29].
Ending anonymity is the most extensively researched change to commenting systems. Many
early systems allowed users to post comments anonymously, and there is compelling evidence
that this often contributed to the high levels of incivility observed in these spaces. One large-scale
observational study analyzed 42 million comments posted on the Huffington Post collected both
before and after it ended anonymous posting [27]. Analyses show that users were less likely to post
comments after the change, and that the magnitude of this effect varied by topic (e.g., comments in
the world section dropped by 88%, while those in parenting dropped by about 50%). This may be
due in part to a reduction in spam campaigns: stories with tags that were commonly associated
with spam campaigns before the change (e.g., South Korea, Kim Jong-un, NSA surveillance) saw
larger-than-average drops in commenting. Furthermore, the comments posted after the change
appeared more civil. For example, there were fewer typos (a 35% drop), fewer words in all caps
(10%), and a reduction in words classified as offensive (18%).
These effects are not limited to the U.S. In 2005 South Korea enacted the Real Name Verification
Law, which forbade anonymous online posting on election-related discussion forums. Although
the policy was ultimately overturned by courts, researchers collected data in 2012 during a period
when some news sites required users to identify themselves, while others made identification
voluntary [16]. Interestingly, voluntary identification was more effective at stemming the use of
profanity than mandatory identification, an effect that was most pronounced among the heaviest
commenters.
Moderation of online comments has also been credited with improving the quality of discourse,
yet studies show that censorship of comments can make readers reticent to post, which can reduce
participation [49, 62]. Direct engagement with commenters has likewise been shown to improve
deliberation, but only when that engagement is with an identifiable journalist as opposed to an
unknown staff worker [57]. While influencing behavior through moderation may come with costs
in both time and traffic, research also suggests that deliberation can be improved simply by cuing
pro-social norms [40].
Finally, given that one of the main focuses of our paper is on repeat participation, we note the
rich literature identifying factors that contribute to this desired outcome [3, 4, 10, 11, 13, 34, 35]. For
instance, [11] found that both receiving a response, and linguistic matching between a newcomer
and the group are predictive of repeated participation in Twitter chats. [3] found receiving a
response to be important in Usenet groups, and they identified characteristics that are predictive of
receiving a response. [10] showed that the decreasing participation on Norwegian online groups
was due to a number of complex characteristics including lack of interesting attendees, low-quality
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content, low usability, and harassment. Unlike these studies, which are based on correlational
analysis and surveys, we utilize a natural experiment to determine which factors affected site
stickiness. The present study is also unique in that we worked to understand the mechanisms by
which threading influences site stickiness.
3

HYPOTHESES
Repeat participation. A primary goal of The Guardian’s design change was to improve user
satisfaction, creating a system that would encourage readers to post comments more regularly
in response to news content. Staff members hoped that the new system would promote repeated
participation, and so we make this our key outcome. Although providing evidence that threading
made users more likely to return is valuable, identifying the mechanisms by which threading
promotes stickiness is just as important. Among other things, it might suggest further refinements
to how threading is implemented that could maximize its effects. It also allows designers to consider
whether interface changes unrelated to threading might have similar effects. We identify three
processes by which threading might encourage users to return: (1) increasing the probability
that comments receive responses, (2) increasing reciprocal exchanges among commenters, and (3)
increasing the civility of comments. We consider both how threading could promote each change
in commenting behavior, and how the change would in turn encourage users to return to the
commenting system at a later date.
Receiving a response. The affordances of a threaded conversation system could promote responses.
Although the mechanism for creating a reply was unchanged, the new interface provided a potentially powerful visual clue about how the system is meant to be used [43]. In contrast to a
chronological display, which tends to focus users’ attention on the most recent comments [7],
nesting responses below the originating comment subtly calls attention to prior instances of this
desired behavior. Although users still have the option of commenting at top level about the original
article, the threaded presentation accentuates the fact that the system is intended to be a platform
for conversation among readers.
The threading change might have also created attentional incentives for responding rather than
posting at top level. The new system rewards users for responding to comments that have few
prior responses. This is an outgrowth of the way that comments are displayed. Top-level comments
are displayed chronologically, and initially only a few responses to each top-level comment are
shown. Thus, a strategy for increasing attention to one’s comment is to respond to the first top-level
comment that lacks other responses. If users were to do this consistently, the number of users who
received at least one response should increase with threading.
Further, we anticipate that individuals who received a response to a comment they posted
would be more likely to contribute again. Posting a comment is a means of social expression, and
without a response commenters have little indication that their voice has been heard. Replying
closes the loop, rewarding the original poster for his or her contribution. Research has confirmed
that individuals’ continued contribution to online discussion spaces is influenced by the level of
engagement experienced, or in other words, the probability of receiving a response [11, 34].
In sum, we anticipate that one important way that threading encourages repeated use of the
commenting system is by promoting responses from other users.
Reciprocity. Reciprocity goes beyond simply receiving a response; an exchange is reciprocal
when each party responds to the other. There can be no reciprocity without response, which means
that as responses increase, so do the opportunities for reciprocal exchanges. To the extent that the
visual layout signals that the system is intended to facilitate conversation with other users, and
that it calls attention to instances where this is happening, we would expect users’ behavior to
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change accordingly. In other words, because reciprocal interaction among commenters is more
easily noticeable in the threaded interface, users should be more likely to recognize this behavior
as encouraged, or even expected and thus do it more [17]. Indeed, the introduction of (multi-level)
threading at a popular Spanish social networking site was followed by a sharp increase in reciprocity
[2].
The attentional incentives in The Guardian’s implementation of single-level threading, however,
might act to reduce reciprocal exchanges. If a user wants his or her comment to be seen, responding
to a top-level comment will almost always be more effective than replying to a response, especially
because only the first few replies to a comment are shown by default. Thus, the author of a top-level
comment who is faced with the choice of responding to a responder (creating a reciprocal exchange),
or responding to some other top-level comment that has few responses (not creating a reciprocal
exchange), can expect greater visibility for the latter. If responses to top-level comments increase,
while replies to those responses remained unchanged, reciprocity levels would decline. In the face
of these contradictory potential outcomes we do not have a strong hypothesis about whether, and
in what direction, threading will influence reciprocity.
If threading does alter reciprocity, in either direction, we would expect that change in reciprocity
to influence repeat participation levels. Reciprocal exchange is a foundation of social attachment
and community building, and repeated interactions between people can contribute to a sense
of belonging, which is a powerful incentive for continued participation [46]. In other words, if
threading promotes reciprocity, repeat participation should increase; if it reduces reciprocity, repeat
participation should fall.
Civility. Threading has the potential to reduce the depersonalization so prevalent in online
communication spaces and consequently to promote civility. Online communication has long been
plagued by uncivil behavior [55]. One of the core explanations for this behavior pattern is that many
aspects of computer-mediated communication, notably anonymity, promote a shift of attention
from individual identity to social identity [48]. The increasing salience of social identity often
leads individuals to endorse their ingroup identity, to express hostility toward outgroups, and to
employ negative outgroup stereotypes. The visual interface of the threaded comment system could,
however, help shift attention back toward individual identity. The more users see themselves as
engaged in an evolving conversation with other individuals, the less likely they should be to exhibit
hostility toward those with whom they disagree.
Many users express trepidation about using commenting systems based on the negativity they
have observed [12], and there is ample evidence that people do have an aversion to discussion
conflict [42]. Given this, we would anticipate that threading-induced civility could promote repeat
participation.
4

DATA
Section
Business
Environment
Tech
U.S.
World

Article Count
2274
1836
2356
2288
2672

Participant Count
24980
21484
22997
30597
42643

Avg. Comments/Article
114.81
90.05
117.05
90.12
129.28

Table 1. Guardian comment section descriptives for the period between 180 days before and after the design
change.

Our dataset spans the period between May 3, 2012 and May 21, 2013. We examine commenting
behavior observed over five sections in The Guardian: business, environment, tech, U.S., and world
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news. We chose these sections to provide broad coverage of political and non-political topics that
had significant participation. Threading was implemented on October 29, 2012, for the environment
section and on November 22, 2012, for all other sections.
This dataset includes 11,425 unique articles, 84,135 unique forum participants and 1,253,811
comments generated by these commenters. Table 1 provides high-level descriptive statistics at the
section level for the 360-day period surrounding the design change. For most analysis, we focus
on the 100-day period surrounding the threading change (50 days before and 50 days after). We
expand the period to 360 days surrounding the design change when looking at site-level stickiness
because this characteristic is better measured for a longer period to determine more accurately
whether a community member came back for further contributions.
5

MEASUREMENT
Repeated participation. We measure repeated participation in two ways. First, we measure the
change in repeated participation at the article level through the reduction of one-off commenting.
In other words, we measure, for each article, the percentage of commenters who posted at least
two comments on it. Then, for each day, repeated participation at the article level is defined as the
median of this measure, across all articles.
Second, we measure the change in repeated participation at the site level. In other words, we
measure how sticky Guardian attendance is over time. To compute this measure, we estimate
the probability of a newcomer who made a comment for the first time on day i to come back to
make at least one more comment in the next k days as |Ni+ |/|Ni |, where |Ni | is the number of
newcomers on day i and |Ni+ | is the number of newcomers on day i who ended coming back for
further participation.
Receiving a response. We measure the response rate of conversations on The Guardian on a given
day i as the median response rate of all articles on day i. The response rate of an article a is defined
as the fraction of all comments on article a written as a response to an earlier comment on the
same article.
Reciprocity. To compute reciprocity on a daily basis, we first generate daily graphs G i = {Ni , Ei }
for each day i. Ni is the set of participants who have at least one comment on day i. For each
participant u who responded to participant v on day i, there is an edge ei,u,v ∈ Ei with weight
w i,u,v where w i,u,v is the number of times u responded to v on day i. Having constructed graphs
on a daily basis, we measure reciprocity in two ways.3
(1) Unweighted reciprocity: For a directed network G i , a simple measure of reciprocity can be
|E ′ |
defined as: r i = |Eii | , where Ei′ is the set of bidirectional (reciprocated) edges. However, this
measure is strongly influenced by network size. To ensure that network size is not driving
any observed effects, we use the corrected reciprocity proposed in [30], which measures the
relative level of reciprocity in comparison to a random network with the same number of
nodes and edges as:
runweiдht ed,i =

r i − di
1 − di

(1)

where di = |Ei |/(|Ni | ∗ (|Ni | − 1)) is the density of graph G i .
3 We

also measured reciprocity at the article (as opposed to day) level and defined reciprocity of a day i as the reciprocity of
the average article on day i. The results were consistent with the daily graphs and are omitted for brevity.
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(2) Weighted reciprocity: Given a graph G i , we also measure the weighted reciprocity as proposed
by [56]:
P P
′
Wi′
u v,u w i,u,v
rweiдht ed,i =
=P P
(2)
Wi
u v,u w i,u,v
′
where w i,u,v
is the minimum of the edge weight from u to v and the edge weight from v to
u on day i (computed as min(w i,u,v , w i,v,u )). This definition, unlike the previous, takes the
weight of edges (frequency or interactions) into account. Both runweiдht ed,i and rweiдht ed,i
have also been used in [2], so our results are comparable to theirs.
Civility. We examine civility (or incivility) observed on a given day i through three measures:
(1) Comments deleted: Moderators at the Guardian remove comments ł...if they go against the
Community Standards & Participation Guidelines...ž [59]. An inspection of the guidelines
reveals that the standards are strongly tied to civility measures [58]. Thus, in order to measure
incivility on a given day i, we measure the fraction of all comments posted on a given day i
that are deemed unacceptable by Guardian moderators and deleted. We note that this is a
fairly conservative measure because moderators only remove unambiguous violations of the
community standards. Many forms of incivility, including insults and stereotyping, are often
allowed to remain.
(2) Use of all caps: Consistent with conventions of online etiquette, we treat words typed in all
capital letters as the equivalent of shouting. The frequency with which users type in all caps
has been used as a measure of incivility in other work [27]. We measure this form of incivility
on a given day i as the fraction of comments that included at least one word in all capitals. In
order to identify all caps words, we only consider words with at least four characters and
exclude common abbreviations (e.g., NASA).
(3) Use of swear words:Use of offensive language is a strong indicator of incivility [27]. To measure
incivility through this lens on a given day i, we measure the fraction of swear word usage
across all comments on day i. Swear words are identified using the LIWC dictionary [45].
6

METHODOLOGY
Interrupted time series design. In order to test the hypotheses listed above, we rely on a quasiexperimental approach called interrupted time series analysis. The interrupted time series design
comprises several waves of observations collected over a specified time interval, ∆t, before and after
the introduction of a treatment. Given such data, the interrupted time series analyses use segmented
regression analysis specified as follows: Let T define time, X t a dummy variable indicating the
period (0 for pre-intervention and 1 for post-intervention), and Yt the outcome at time t. We
estimate the impact of the treatment using segmented regression model as:
Yt = βl evel + βslope T + βl evelChanдe X t + βslopeChanдe T X t

(3)

We use this method to study the change in repeated participation, civility, response rate, and reciprocity
50 days before and 50 days after the treatment (design change).4 Here, βl evel defines the baseline
behavior (e.g. response rate) just before threading was introduced, βslope represents how that
behavior changed as a function of time pre-threading, βl evelChanдe is the change in levels after
threading, and βslopeChanдe indicates the slope change after threading was introduced.
Threats to internal validity: There is no comparison group in this interrupted time series design,
meaning that we cannot account for unobserved confounds. Therefore, events happening at the
same time as the treatment might be responsible for any effects we observe. However, studying the
4 We

repeat our analyses setting the time interval ∆t to various values between 50 and 100 to ensure the robustness of our
results. Findings are qualitatively consistent.
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Fig. 1. Mediation Analysis Diagram

behavior across different sections alleviates some of the concerns, since they did not all change to
threading on the same date. Patterns that are consistent across sections are less likely to be due to
factors external to the news site.
A number of recent studies have relied on regression discontinuity design [2, 39] to study
the effect of similar design changes. We do not use a regression discontinuity design (RDD),
despite the stronger causal interpretation it would provide, because time series data are generally
incompatible with its assumptions. RDD assumes that observations on either side of the cutoff
between comparison groups (in our case, the time of design change) are identical on average except
for treatment status. When applied to time series data, RDD can only estimate effects for small time
intervals around the cutoff date. In our case, the farther an observation is from the introduction of
threading, the more likely it is that users being compared will differ in ways that are unrelated to
the platform change. RDD is ill-suited to studying dynamic impacts that cascade over time, such as
a sustained increase in response rate after the introduction of threading.
Mediation analysis. One of the main goals of this paper is to identify the mechanisms by which
threading influences site stickiness. To that end, we use mediation analysis. Mediation analysis
is a statistical method that qualifies the underlying mechanism or process by which one variable
influences another variable through one or more mediator variables [38]. Figure 1 shows the
mediation model, which predicts the final outcome variable, stickiness, measured as the probability
that a user u who first commented on day i also commented on any article for a future day (i, i + k].
Design change is a binary variable indicating whether day i was before or after the design change.
The parameter b0 captures the direct impact of the design change on stickiness. The parameter
a1 captures the impact of the design change on whether u received at least one response on day i
from any other commenter (has response) and b1 captures the impact of receiving a response on
the final outcome. Together, a1 ∗ b1 captures the indirect effect of the design change on stickiness
that is mediated by the change in the probability of getting a response. Similarly, a2 ∗ b2 captures
the indirect effect that is mediated by the reciprocity observed on the article u commented on5 .
5 If

there are no responses, reciprocity is zero.
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Fig. 2. Article-level repeated participation over time, all sections.

βl evel
βslope
βl evelChanдe
βslopeChanдe
R2
∗∗∗ p

Modelr epeat,ar t icl e
22.54 (1.01) ∗∗∗
−0.02 (0.04)
0.31 (1.39)
0.17 (0.05) ∗∗
0.32

< 0.001, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05

Table 2. Segmented Regression Analysis for article-level repeated participation, all sections.

Likewise, a3 and b3 capture the indirect effect of incivility, which is measured as the fraction of
comments deleted from the conversation on article a that u commented on. The model includes
article popularity (comment count) as a control variable, measured as the number of comments on
the article that u commented on 6 .
We use structural equation modeling (SEM) to estimate our mediation models given its various
advantages over other methods [32], and individual indirect effects are estimated using bootstrap
confidence intervals based on 10,000 samples. All SEMs are estimated using lavaan [50].
7

RESULTS
Repeated participation. Article level: Figure 2 shows time-series data for repeated article-level
participation, overlaid with linear estimates based on segmented regression analysis. Although
there is no immediate effect of threading (the change in level is not significant), the figure shows
that the fraction of individuals who posted multiple comments on an article increased steadily after
the platform change (a significant increase in slope; see Table 2 for coefficients). These findings
support the first hypothesis.
Site level (stickiness): Next, we estimate the probability that an individual who contributed their
first comment at time t would make another contribution between (t, t + t K ]. We do so by simply
6 If u

commented on multiple articles on the same day, we take the average for reciprocity, incivility and comment count.
Such users are rare.
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Fig. 3. Site-level repeated participation over time. Whiskers give standard errors.

computing the fraction of newcomers in a given period who commented again within K days of
their first comment. Results for t K = 30 are presented visually in Figure 3.7 The horizontal axis
indicates when individuals made their first comment. For instance, the x values [−180, −150) denote
the group that made its first contributions between 180 and 150 days before the threading change.
The y value for this group gives the estimated stickiness during this 30-day time window. Within
each bin, the stickiness is computed as the fraction of newcomers in that bin that came back within
K = 30 days.
An interesting pattern emerges in Figure 3: the user retention rate hovers around 22% before
the change, drops to 20% around the time of the change, and increases to 24% after this transition
period. In other words, site stickiness was at its lowest among individuals who joined within the
first month following the introduction of threading, but quickly exceeded pre-threading rates
in the months that followed. An inspection of comments around the time of the design change
reveals that the community reacted strongly to the change, with comments that were atypically
aggressive. Such conditions can be suboptimal for newcomers. However, after this transition phase,
the platform change seems to have increased The Guardian’s ability to retain new members of the
community.
Receiving a response. We measure the response rate of Guardian conversations through segmented
regression analysis and present the findings in Figure 4. As expected, use of the reply feature
increased after threading was introduced. As is evident from Figure 4, the fraction of comments
posted in response to other messages increased more rapidly following the platform change.
Reviewing the model coefficients confirms that this change is statistically significant (see Table 3).
After threading was introduced, the response rate increased by ≈ 1% every 4 days over all sections
(last column). Reviewing the sections separately, we find that those with lower response rates
initially (U.S., business, and tech) experienced a steady increase in responsiveness (βslopeChanдe
is positive and significant). This effect was not, however, statistically significant in sections that
already had the highest rates of response (world, and environment).8
7 We

varied t K between 10, 20, and 30 days and found the same overall qualitative findings.
that there is less variability in outcomeÐthe daily percentages of comments that are responsesÐwhen pooling all
sections versus individual sections. Thus, the model’s R-squared value is much higher when pooling all sections.

8 Note
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Fig. 4. Response rate over time, all sections.

βl ev el
β sl ope
βl ev el Chanдe
β sl opeChanдe
R2
∗∗∗ p

U.S.
33.97 (3.08) ∗∗∗
−0.01 (0.11)
0.67 (4.27)
0.38 (0.15) ∗
0.26

World
43.63 (3.05) ∗∗∗
0.10 (0.11)
1.29 (4.23)
0.02 (0.15)
0.11

Business
29.59 (3.92) ∗∗∗
−0.07 (0.14)
−1.07 (5.47)
0.48 (0.19) ∗
0.14

Environment
42.49 (4.69) ∗∗∗
0.05 (0.16)
−0.48 (6.43)
0.07 (0.22)
0.02

Tech
25.93 (3.48) ∗∗∗
0.03 (0.12)
0.30 (4.90)
0.53 (0.17) ∗∗
0.39

Overall
38.13 (1.44) ∗∗∗
0.09 (0.05)
−0.92 (1.99)
0.26 (0.07) ∗∗∗
0.61

< 0.001, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05

Table 3. Segmented regression analysis for response rate, by section and overall.

Reciprocity. We assess threading’s influence on reciprocity using segmented regression analysis
(see Table 4), and by plotting the results for one of these measures (runweiдht ed calculated for
daily networks; see Figure 5). Surprisingly, there was a significant drop in the level of reciprocity
immediately after threading was introduced, though it held steady for the remainder of the study
(βslopeChanдe is non-significant). This finding holds across all four measures of reciprocity.
Civility. The results of the segmented regression analysis of civility are illustrated in Figure 6.
Although visual inspection might appear to suggest that threading influenced civility, neither the
level nor the slope changed significantly for any of the three measures after the platform change
(see Table 5). This lack of finding is consistent across all sections of the newspaper (results not
shown).
Mediation. As noted at the outset, our primary goal is to understand whether, and how, the
introduction of threading made the commenting system stickier. Analyses thus far have shown that
the platform change did promote repeated use, and that it also influenced two behaviors expected to
We also investigated whether the increase in response rate was driven by topic-specific changes. Using newspaperassigned keywords (e.g. Apple, Microsoft, Barack Obama, climate change), we identified topics that were covered in at least
50 articles before and after the system change, comparing response rate changes associated with each topic. The results
suggest that most topics had an increase in responding behavior. Although there is variation, no one topic appears uniquely
influential.
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Fig. 5. Reciprocity over time, all sections.

βl evel
βslope
βl evelChanдe
βslopeChanдe
R2
∗∗∗ p

Modelrw e iдht ed ,day
0.43 (0.01) ∗∗∗
0.00 (0.00)
−0.09 (0.02) ∗∗∗
−0.00 (0.00)
0.45

Modelrunw e iдht ,day
0.38 (0.01) ∗∗∗
0.00 (0.00)
−0.07 (0.01) ∗∗∗
−0.00 (0.00)
0.44

< 0.001, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05

Table 4. Segmented regression analysis for reciprocity, all sections.

help explain the relationship. Taken together, this suggests that threading may indirectly influence
site stickiness.
Figure 7 summarizes the decomposition of the direct and indirect effects from the mediation
analysis. It shows estimates of direct and indirect effects obtained through bootstrapped samples.
Results confirm that the introduction of threading is associated with an increase in site stickiness,
and that this effect is mediated by the increasing fraction of comments that receive responses
((a1 ∗ b1 in Figure 1; 95% CI 0.009, 0.012). Reciprocity worked in the opposite direction. The increase
in stickiness following threading was constrained by the fact that threading reduces reciprocity and
reciprocity is positively associated with stickiness (a2 ∗ b2 in Figure 1; 95% CI -0.006, -0.004). There
was no evidence that incivility mediated the relationship between threading and repeated use of
the commenting system. The total indirect effect, which accounts for both the positive influence via
receiving a response and the negative influence via reciprocity, was positive (95% CI 0.004, 0.007).
8 DISCUSSION
The introduction of single-layer hierarchical threading to the comment section of The Guardian
newspaper was followed by an increase in stickiness, the fraction of individuals posting a comment
who returned to post again, both on any given article, and via the commenting service as a whole.
That such a straightforward design change could have this effect should be encouraging to online
services seeking to promote user contributions. In our view, however, insights about the mechanisms
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Fig. 6. Civility measures over time, all sections.

βl evel
βslope
βl evelChanдe
βslopeChanдe
R2
∗∗∗ p

Comment Deleted
All Caps
2.7213 (0.3143) ∗∗∗ 0.3425 (0.0277) ∗∗∗
0.0109 (0.0109)
−0.0002 (0.0010)
−0.5622 (0.4358)
0.0324 (0.0383)
−0.0068 (0.0152)
−0.0015 (0.0013)
0.0195
0.0369

Swear Words
0.2581 (0.0225) ∗∗∗
−0.0013 (0.0008)
0.0390 (0.0312)
0.0009 (0.0011)
0.0345

< 0.001, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05

Table 5. Segmented regression analysis for civility, all section.

Fig. 7. Direct effect and indirect effect of threading on site stickiness via three mechanisms (95% confidence
intervals shown)

by which threading promoted repeat contributions are considerably more important. Understanding
these processes can help designers to refine their approach to threading, accentuating the paths that
do the most to promote participation, and altering any that constrain it. This might also suggest
design changes unrelated to threading that could further boost engagement.
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The most important way that threading promoted repeat participation in this study was by
making it more likely that someone who posted a comment would receive a response. There are a
variety of ways that designers might capitalize on this knowledge. One straightforward way to
reduce unanswered comments is to make them easier to find via optional filters or by highlighting
unanswered comments of high quality, including those that introduce new information, share
novel perspectives, or raise questions. Furthermore, a commenting system might actively solicit
responses to content still awaiting a reply. For instance, inspired by systems that aim to increase
participation in collaborative crowdsourcing platforms [14, 19], commenting systems may be able
to reduce the cost, and increase the personal value, of responding to others by directing community
members’ attention to comments that best fit their knowledge or expertise. Indeed, research shows
that individuals are more likely to contribute when they are reminded of their uniqueness, and
when they are given specific goals [5]. Effectively matching commenters with comments can be
automated by building accurate profiles of commenters through analysis of their past comments
and interactions with other members.
More subtly, it may be possible to adjust the threading interface to provide hints that the system
is meant to be used to respond to other users. Displaying statistics describing the proportion of
comments receiving replies in the current thread, and highlighting this information when the
proportion is high, could serve as an influential signal to users. Other interface changes could
also help. Research shows that social comparison and competition through the use of feedback
mechanisms can promote desirable behavior [15, 22]. For example, ranking individuals on a leader
board based on the frequency with which they respond to others might encourage a higher response
rate. Similarly, inspired by research that shows team-focused leader boards increase engagement
more than individually focused leader boards [24], designers might consider sorting users into
łteamsž, encouraging different sections of The Guardian to compete with one another on various
measures of discussion quality. Of course, caution must be taken. If external incentives lead to
less meaningful responses, or if recipients view responses as externally motivated, then the link
between receiving a response and returning might fade.
The more troubling pattern revealed by our analysis is that threading reduced reciprocity,
attenuating the positive effect that threading had on repeat participation. A number of factors may
help account for this counter-intuitive finding. First, it is plausible that at least some fraction of
the increase in the response rate was due to individuals choosing to reply in order to promote
the visibility of their message, not to engage in genuine conversation. Such replies are unlikely
to elicit reciprocation. Second, the particular threading design used by The GuardianÐallowing
only a single level of responses and hiding all replies beyond the first few by defaultÐmight have
inadvertently disincentivized reciprocation. If visibility is the primary motivation, then replying to
the first unanswered comment, regardless of its content, is the most obvious strategy; a reply to a
reply, which creates a reciprocal exchange, is seen by far fewer users if there are already several
comments in that thread. Indeed, a recent study that analyzed the introduction of multi-level
hierarchical threading to a popular Spanish news site [2] on which all comments are visible by
default found the change led to an increase in reciprocity. While it is possible that other factors (e.g.,
cultural context, types of news services, etc.) also played a role, we believe that the divergent effects
are due, at least in part, to the different ways in which threading was implemented. We cannot,
however, say conclusively which mechanism led to the drop of reciprocation, and we encourage
future work to explore this phenomenon.
Although the effect of the threading design change on reciprocity was not in the desired direction,
our results suggest that reciprocity is positively associated with site stickiness. There may be other
ways that designers can promote reciprocity, and doing so should make users more likely to return.
For example, a commenting system might aim to make reciprocal exchanges easier, notifying
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users when they receive a reply via a channel outside the comment system (e.g., email or text).
Efforts to promote reciprocity could also extend beyond pairs of communicators. Designers might
aim to increase visibility of reciprocal conversations, thereby creating visibility incentives for
engaging. Designers could also explicitly draw attention to contributions that exemplify high
reciprocity. Changes in descriptive normsÐin this case, community members’ perceptions about
how other users typically behave in the communication spaceÐcan have a powerful influence on
individuals’ behaviors [17]. Furthermore, when high-quality comments are shown first, the quality
of subsequent posts tends to be higher [8]. Following this idea, the system could present threads
exhibiting high reciprocity at the top of the comment list and encouraging other users to join in.
As we explain later, however, this approach would likely need to be introduced in conjunction with
other more direct mechanisms promoting reply and reciprocity.
Intriguingly, we found no evidence that civility is substantively influenced by threading, or
that civility mediates the influence of threading on stickiness. There are a number of possible
explanations for this non-finding. First, civility on The Guardian was substantially higher than for
many of the other online commenting systems that have been studied. For instance, [28] found
that more than a third of tweets and of newspaper site comments included insults. A study of a
different newspaper’s website found that about one in five comments (22%) exhibited incivility,
most often name calling (14% of all comments) [18]. In comparison, the fraction of comments
The Guardian deleted for being uncivil was as low as 2% before the threading design change. Of
the remaining comments, only three in a thousand included a swear word. Thus, it is possible
that our failure to detect a change in civility reflected the fact that civility was already very high,
creating a ceiling effect. Second, we had predicted that incivility would fall because the introduction
of threading would encourage users to view their contributions as part of a discussion, not as
anonymous voices in a crowd. Shifting attention from group to individual identities should help
to reduce incivility [48]. Such an outcome, however, may be contingent on increased reciprocity,
which we did not observe here. Finally, it could be that our hypothesis was simply wrong: perhaps
civility is unrelated to the level of interactivity. Our data did not allow us to assess which of these
explanations is correct. To adjudicate among them, researchers need to identify discussion spaces
exhibiting more incivility and then observe what happens when changes effectively promoting
replies and/or reciprocity are introduced.
Lessons learned here may have other implications as well. For example, our results suggest
that the success of Facebook’s social ranking algorithm (łTop commentsž) in promoting highquality contributions [8] is likely due in part to the alignment between descriptive norms and
other contribution incentives. On Facebook, the comments that users see are of higher quality,
which may help set a higher bar for their own contributions (descriptive norms). This approach
to ranking may also remind users that they can be rewarded for their effort via higher visibility
to other users (a complementary visibility incentive). In contrast, when descriptive norms and
visibility incentives are in tension with each other, as they were at The Guardian, results are less
encouraging. We observed that threading could make the practice of reciprocity more salientÐa
descriptive normÐbut that individuals whose primary motivation was for their messages to be
seen would have an incentive to reply to new comments instead of replying to a reply. The fact
that threading was associated with a drop in reciprocity suggests users were more concerned with
the second behavior. Thus, one important risk that designers must guard against is of creating
competing incentives: if users have to choose between contributing to a richer conversation and
having their own message seen by more people, they will often choose the latter.
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9 LIMITATIONS
Several limitations are worth noting. First, our study uses observational data, which are vulnerable
to a variety of internal validity threats, including the risk of unobserved disturbances in the
environment. Randomized experiments would be an invaluable tool for addressing these threats,
thereby helping to establish causality. Second, we study one particular implementation of threading
on one particular news sites. Commenting systems on other news site, and alternative threading
implementation could lead to different results. Furthermore, an online community found at a
news organization could function very differently from online communities that prioritize social
relationships over news discussions (e.g., Facebook). Therefore we urge caution when generalizing
from these findings.
10 CONCLUSION
The Guardian newspaper’s introduction of single-layer hierarchical threading to its comment
section creates a natural experiment that we exploit in order to better understand the consequences
of this design change. Consistent with the publisher’s aims, we show that the new design was
followed by an increase in the rate of individuals returning to post again, both on any given article,
and via the commenting service as a whole. For roughly two months leading up to the design
change, the proportion of users who made more than one comment on an article hovered between
20% and 25%. After threading was introduced, the proportion of repeat commenters on a single
article began to climb at the rate of more than a percent each week. After 50 days, the proportion
of users leaving multiple comments had grown to 30%. Similarly, though less dramatically, the
percentage of first-time commenters who returned to make a comment on a subsequent day was a
couple of percentage points higher 30 days after the design change.
Mediation analysis indicates that increased stickiness on The Guardian was in large part due to
the increase in the proportion of users receiving responses on the site. Further, we find that some
of the potential benefits of threading were reduced by the drop in reciprocity associated with the
interface change. By identifying the mechanisms through which threading promotes stickiness,
this study provides insights that can help designers both improve how threading is implemented
and make other design changes that might encourage participation by promoting responsiveness
and reciprocity.
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